
Stacy Phillips' Deluxe Dobro Tuning: A
Comprehensive Guide

Stacy Phillips is one of the most renowned and influential dobro guitarists in
the world. His innovative playing style and unique approach to tuning have
earned him a reputation as a master of the instrument. One of the most
important aspects of Phillips' playing is his use of the Deluxe Dobro tuning.
This tuning allows him to access a wide range of harmonies and create a
variety of different sounds.

In this guide, we will provide a detailed overview of the Deluxe Dobro
tuning. We will discuss the benefits of using this tuning, how to tune your
guitar to it, and how to use it to create beautiful and unique music.

The Deluxe Dobro tuning offers a number of benefits over other open G
tunings. These benefits include:
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Increased harmonic possibilities: The Deluxe Dobro tuning opens
up a wide range of harmonic possibilities that are not available in other
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open G tunings. This is because the tuning provides access to both
major and minor chords, as well as a variety of suspended chords.

Improved fingerpicking: The Deluxe Dobro tuning is well-suited for
fingerpicking. The open strings create a rich and resonant sound that
is perfect for creating intricate and beautiful melodies.

Versatility: The Deluxe Dobro tuning is a versatile tuning that can be
used for a variety of genres of music. It is particularly well-suited for
blues, country, and folk music, but it can also be used for jazz, rock,
and even classical music.

To tune your guitar to the Deluxe Dobro tuning, you will need to use a tuner
or a tuning fork. The tuning is as follows:

1st string (high E): G

2nd string: D

3rd string: G

4th string: B

5th string: D

6th string (low E): G

Once you have tuned your guitar to the Deluxe Dobro tuning, you are ready
to start playing!

The Deluxe Dobro tuning can be used to create a variety of different
sounds and styles of music. Here are a few tips for using the tuning:



Use open strings: The open strings in the Deluxe Dobro tuning create
a rich and resonant sound. Try using them as drones or as the basis
for your chords.

Experiment with fingerpicking: The Deluxe Dobro tuning is perfect
for fingerpicking. Try using a variety of picking patterns to create
intricate and beautiful melodies.

Use a slide: A slide can be used to create a variety of different sounds
on the Deluxe Dobro tuning. Try using a slide to create bluesy licks,
country twang, or even jazz chords.

The Deluxe Dobro tuning is a versatile and powerful tuning that can be
used to create a wide range of different sounds and styles of music. If you
are looking for a new and exciting way to play the guitar, I encourage you to
give the Deluxe Dobro tuning a try.

With a little practice, you will be able to master this tuning and use it to
create beautiful and unique music of your own.

[Stacy Phillips' website](https://stacyp
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